Find photography to be a good way to practice framing, color palettes, and composition.
Digital Photography
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Metal Torso Sculpture

Oct 2018
1/4” Nuts Welded
36”x24”
Process

This project took a combination of skills and tools, such as tig welding, mig welding, plaster casting, and fiberglass composite work.
Metal Rose

Spring 2016
Sheet steel & Rod Steel
Forging & Welding
6” x 2”
Made in pair with corsage as the boutonnière
Climbing Rope Rugs

Local gyms recycled climbing ropes, silicone adhesive

Fall 2015

24"x36"
Ulu Knife Redesign

Walnut handle, M35 steel blade

7”x5”

Fall 2016

I wanted to try and redesign a Ulu knife to optimize the shape for the Ulu’s originally intended tasks (chopping, scraping, and skinning). In my new design there are three ways of holding the knife, one for each task.
Snowboard Core Model

Sept 2018

153cm X 31cm X 7mm

I designed a snowboard core in Solidworks so that I could properly design in the progressive flex pattern that I was looking for from the board.
Through learning on YouTube I was able to make a 2D Photoshop render of an apple watch.
Chair Poster

Spring 2018
11”x17”
Research project from ID 130